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The presenOinvention concerns toy motor vehicles

more particularly a method of hinging doors, operable

bonnet and/or boot lids.

In known methods of hinging 'boanet/and or boot

lids in toy motor vehicles, a flat spring is suitably

mounted on an integral projection of a base plate of the

toy vehicle, which spring presses against a generally

arcuate extension or hinge of the lid, in order to secure

the lid in an open position. .This method however is rather

cumbersome and costly to produce.

An object of the present invention is to overcome

the above-mentioned disadvantages and to provide a toy motor

vehicle having a simple, openable bonnet and/or boot lid

without detracting from the realistic appearance of the toy

vehicle.

L.:.'rding to one aspect of the present invention

a toy motor vehicle comprises at least one openable door

or lid hingeably mounted on to a body member of a toy

motor vehicle by means of at least one generally arcuate

extension projecting from the lid, the lid projection being

held hingeably in position between a correspondingly shaped

arcuate extension of a wiadow portion and an arcuate

portion of the body member-

According to another aspect of the present

invention, a toy motor vehicle comprises at least one

aperture normally closed by an openable member having an

arcuate extension positioned between two arcuate portions

of two initially separate sections of the vehicle connected

together after assembly of the arcuate extension between

the arcuate portions.
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In one emoietof the invention, a window

moulding i3 shaped to fit inside the upper .half of the

body member and forms all the- side, front arnd rear windows

of the toy vehicle. The window moulding is-secured to the

body member by means of a small inw~ardly projiecting stud

formed integrally with the roof of the body member, which

stud passes through a locating hole in the window moulding

and its end is then flattened to form a. head in a similar

manner to a rivet. The windows are preferably of injection

moulded transparent plastics material or they may be of any

suitably shaped arid formed transparent material. The body

member may likewise be of -injection moulded plastics material,

pressure die-cast metal, pressed metal or any other suitably

sha. ed and formed material.

Preferably, the or each integrally formed arcuate-

extension of the window moulding projects longitudinally

from the front and/or~ rear windows and encircles the

arcuate extension of the bonnet and/or boot lid fromn below--

The arcuate extension of the bonnet and /or boot lid

encircles the arcuate portions of the body member from below

and therefore the lids are hingealbe between the body member

and the window mo)ulding. the clearance between the

respective surfaces ot the arcuate portions should be such

that the lid can be retained in any deo3cribed positio~n--

by the friction existing between the surfaces.

A further refinement of the invention is a stop

device to limit the opening position of each lid and to

prevent the-lid from becoming disembodied from the toy

vehicle.

The invention will te described further, by way
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or example, with reference to the accompanying drawings,

in which:-

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, ;artly in section,

of a toy vehicle constructed in accordance with the

invention and

Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view from

below of the hinge.

The vehicle as shown in Fig. 1 comprises a

body casting 11 and a window moulding 12 which is held in

positionby means of a stud 13 formed integrally with the

body casting 11. A bonnet lid 14 and boot lid 15 (shown

in the open position by chain-dotted lines in Fig 1) have generally

arcuate extensions 14a and 15a respectively which

encircle corresponding arcuate portions 11a and 11b of the

body casting 11 and the window moulding 12 has generally

are-ate extensions 12a and 12b which encircle the arcuate

extensions 14a and 15a respectively.

A stop device (Fig. 2) consists of a downwardly

depending lip 16 arranged at the centre of the arcuate portion

of the body casting 11, whichengages in a slot 18

arrared between two arms of t-e arcuate extension 14a

of the bonnet 14; the hinge for the boot lid 15 is

provided with a similar stop and rnerates in the same manner.

When the lid 14 or 15 is opened to its maximum an inner

edge 17 of the slot 18 strikes the lip 16 which prevents the lid

parting fron, the toy vehicle.-- 
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TEE CLAImS defining the invention ark as follows:-

1. 'A toy motor vehicle cmprising at least one

openable door or lid hingeably mounted on to a body member

of the toy motor vehicle by means of at least one generally

arcuate extension projecting from the lid, the lid projection being

held hingeably in position between a correspondingly shaped arcuate

extension of a window portion and an arcuate portion of the body member.
JAB,1963)

2. A toy motor vehicle comprising at least one

aperture normally closed by an openable member having an

arcuate extension positioned between-two arcuate portions

of two initially separate sections of the vehicle connected.

together after assembly of the arcuate extension between

the arcuate portions. (25 JAN, 1963)

A toy Eptor vehicle as claimed in claim 2,

in which the openable member is a bonnet or boot lid and

the separate sections co2rise a window portion and a body

member of the vehicle. (25 JAN. 1963)

4. A toy motor vehicle as claimed in claim 1 or

3, in which the window p'rtion is shpaed to fit inside the

upper half of t-e body member and forms all the side, front

and rear windows of the toy vehicle. (25 JAN. 1963)

A toy motor vehicle as claimed in claim 1, 3 or 4,

in wlch the window portion is of moulded transparent plastics

material and is secured to the body member by means of a small,

inwardly projecting stud formed integrally with a roof portion

of the body member, the stud passing through a locating hole

is the window moulding. (25 JA 1963)

6. A toy motor vehicle as claimed in claim 1,

3,4 or 5, in which each integrally formed arcuate

extension of the window portion projects longitudinally
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from the front and/or rear windows and encircles the

arcuate extension of the bonnet and/or boot-lid from

below. (25 JAN. 1963)

7. A toy motor vehicle as claimed in any

preceding claim, in which the clearance between the

res.ective arcuate surfaces is such that the openable

member can be held in any desired position by the frcition

existing between the surfaces. (25 JAN. 1963)

8. A toy motor vehicle as claimed in any

preceding claim, in whichl a stop device is provided to

limit the opening position of each openable member. (25 JAN.1963)

9. A toy motor vehicle constructed and arranged

substantially as herein described with reference to and as

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. (25 JAN.1963)

Dated this 9th day of May, 1963 

MECCA1O LIMITED
Zy their Patent Attorneys
COLLISON CO
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